Obesity is a pandemic: worldwide, it is estimated more than 1.9 billion adults were overweight and, of these, over 650 million were obese in 2016.
As obesity is a risk factor for cancers and is modifiable, Ferro et al. retrospectively investigated the impact of body mass index (BMI) on prognosis in a cohort of BCG-treated patients for T1 bladder cancer. They found that being overweight and obesity were significantly associated with an increased risk of recurrence and progression, but neither was a predictive factor of survival outcomes (1) .
First, the authors must be commended for their efforts of collecting a large multi-institutional cohort with a long follow-up, where thirteen academic institutions were involved worldwide to perform this retrospective cohort study. The present results are consistent with previous literature (2, 3) , and imply the need to adopt a prudent approach for T1G3 NMIBC, and generally for bladder cancer, in overweight and obese patients.
For BMI ≥25 kg/m 2 , a weight loss program should be considered, at the very least for the well-known benefit on general health, even the impact on cancer-specific outcomes is unknown. As reported in the baseline characteristics of the study cohort, smoking is more common among overweight and obese patients, hence, it might be a potential confounder that should be addressed in further investigations.
Several biological explanations (e.g., insulin resistance, IGF-1, inflammatory cytokines-leptin, IL-6 and TNF-α)
were offered by the investigators to explain their findings. However, we suggest that other factors may explain the observed results, including a more challenging procedure due to obesity and a higher intraabdominal pressure.
A common obstacle of the literature addressing the impact of obesity is the widely diffused use of BMI in the definition of this medical condition. BMI calculation cannot distinguish between fat and muscle and it is inaccurate in determining whether a patient is truly obese or not, but, regardless it is widely accepted. Additionally, a threshold of BMI ≥30 has been shown to have poor sensitivity for obesity in elderly populations, with over 25% of patients with BMI under 30 qualifying as obese based on body fat (4).
Conversely, sarcopenia-i.e., the severe wasting of skeletal muscle, representing the burden of comorbidity and overall frailty-might be an interesting factor, and has been already associated with worse cancer specific-and overall survival in a cohort of patients treated with radical cystectomy for bladder cancer (5).
Moreover, considering any bladder cancer suitable for surgical approach, the detrimental effect of obesity on oncological outcomes has been extensively explored in the last decade (3) .
Importantly, the author's findings may be also considered hypothesis-generating because they suggest to take in account other metabolic disorders, like metabolic syndrome and its components, in this setting.
Metabolic syndrome has been already associated with Editorial Does obesity impact bladder cancer prognosis?-a long-lasting debate a higher incidence and/or poor oncological outcomes for several, not only genitourinary, cancers (6,7). In particular, obesity was not the only metabolic syndrome component associated with adverse outcomes; other components, like hypertension, diabetes mellitus or dyslipidemia, have also been associated with worse oncological outcomes. In a single-center study on 343 high-risk bladder cancer patients undergoing BCG, we demonstrated that hypertension alone revealed the increased risk of bladder cancer recurrence after BCG treatment (8) .
A small single-center retrospective cohort study of 90 patients treated with TURBT and adjuvant BCG therapy for high-grade non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer, reported a reduced disease-free survival in patients affected by metabolic syndrome compared to patients without metabolic syndrome (9) . Specifically, in multivariable analysis, BMI ≥30 kg/m 2 was a significant predictor of recurrence or progression.
Altogether this report enlightens a relevant and controversial topic in the context of obesity and bladder cancer. In conclusion, future investigations should specifically focus on: (I) a prospective evaluation of obesity on bladder cancer; (II) the effect of bodyweight loss as treatment approach to reduce the risk of recurrence and progression for non-muscle invasive bladder cancer; and (III) the investigation of more reliable metabolic prognosticator of disease outcomes. Anyhow, it is universally accepted that "prevention is better than cure".
